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  Geophysical Fluid Dynamics-1   Winter 2015  UW  OCEAN 512/ATM S 509   !
Lectures: Tues/Thurs 10.30-11.50;  205 Ocean Teaching Building, with a third meeting for labs  in 107 Ocean Sciences    
Instructor: P.B. Rhines  rhines@uw.edu     Ocean Sciences room 319 tel 543-0593 
TA: Miguel Jimenez     jimenezm@uw.edu   !
Web site:   www.ocean.washington.edu/courses/oc512  
Prerequisite: ATM S/AMATH 505/OCEAN 511.  
  
OUTLINE                                    ( an * indicates topics to be introduced only if  there is time) 
oceans and atmospheres: general description 
  general circulation: thin layered structure of  ocean and atmosphere; dominant horizontal 
        velocity and weaker yet important meridional overturning circulation; stably stratified   
   conservation principles 
 solar radiation and the climate heat engine 
 Earth’s rotation 
equations of  motion; 
 balance (relations between variables..p, u…) and evolution of  time-dependent flows  
 motionless fluids:   hydrostatic balance   
  advection: flux of  a conserved property by fluid motion 
 internal (thermodynamic) and external (mechanical) energy;  generalized Bernoulli equation  
 equations of  state  
 momentum balance     
 Earth’s rotation: the geopotential, angular momentum, Coriolis force           
 free particle on an f-plane and a sphere : inertial oscillations  
 geostrophic balance, Taylor-Proudman ‘stiffness’,  Rossby number    
 hydrostatic and thermal wind balance -I     
 homogeneous (unstratified) fluid          
              long gravity waves with rotation, Kelvin waves         
 geostrophic adjustment-I      
 potential vorticity (PV) and Kelvin’s theorem   
 Rossby deformation radius, energetics           
 *spherical effects and the β-plane     
              Rossby waves and *β-plumes in single layer, *effects of  zonal flow     
 viscous dissipation: Ekman boundary layer,  Ekman number      
 Ekman suction: viscous spin-up and spin-down     
density-stratified fluids 
 *Boussinesq and anelastic approximations    
 static stability, N2 , lapse rates, potential density    

geostrophic adjustment-II  
thermal wind-II revisited; Bjerknes circulation theorem and potential vorticity   
Prandtl ratio, Burger number/internal Rossby radius, available potential and kinetic energy    

 meridional overturning circulations and angular momentum; *Hadley circulations 
internal gravity waves  
  dispersion relation, group velocity for non-hydrostatic internal waves 
 waves propagating from a compact, oscillating source 
 waves excited by flow over mountains 
 *waves excited by a moving boundary   
synoptic quasi-geostrophic equations 
 rotating, stratified flow over mountains: Taylor columns and Taylor cones 
 *introduction to baroclinic instability        
 *potential vorticity (PV-): balance and inversion 
 form stress          
GFD lab demonstrations 
 We will do as many hour-long labs as possible this term;  those from past years can be seen by browsing the  
the web pages for several different years GFD-1 course at http://www.ocean.washington.edu/research/gfd  under 
‘Courses using the GFD lab’.  Or directly at http://www.ocean.washington.edu/research/gfd/#courses
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